Beginner Watercolor Supply List
The following products were chosen on the Dick Blick website for your convenience. Comparable products are available from local art stores in Houston:
Art Supply on Almeda
Texas Art Supply
Jerry’s Artarama
As well as various art suppliers online, such as Cheap Joe’s. Feel free to shop around.

Paper
Whether on a budget or not, the following paper is a good buy and for our beginner class will serve you well. Alternatives would be watercolor (not mixed media or Bristol) tablets 9 x 12”:
Richeson Bulk WC paper 9” x 12”, 135 lb
https://www.dickblick.com/items/09605-1203/

Brushes
These 4 brushes or their equivalent will be great for this class. If you have more, that is fine. We will discuss tools during class should you be tempted to invest in fancy ones.

06262-4012
Simply Simmons Round Mop ½”

06266-1008
Simply Simmons size 8 round

06733-4012
Flat Wash ¼”

06733-1001
Flat Wash 1”
**Paints**

On a budget:
https://www.dickblick.com/items/00337-1059/

Item #:00337-1059
Winsor Newton Cotman 12 ½ pans (student grade, good paints). You won’t need to buy a separate palette if you buy this set.

Not on a budget:
https://www.dickblick.com/products/daniel-smith-extra-fine-watercolors/

Daniel Smith Watercolors (the best)
**You can start out with 5 ml tubes or get the more expensive 15 ml tubes**, a better value

The following colors:
1. Lemon Yellow
2. New Gamboge
3. Quinacrodone Gold
4. Quinacrodone Pink
5. Carbazole Violet
6. Sap Green
7. Deep Sap Green (optional)
8. Cobalt Blue
9. Ultramarine Blue
10. Cobalt Teal (optional)
11. Quinacrodone Magenta (optional)

**Palette (necessary if you buy tubes of paint)**

![Palette](image)

Measures 11-7/8" × 10¾" (30 cm × 27 cm), unfolded, with 5 large and 24 small paint wells.

03001-0010

**Watercolor Pencils**

![Watercolor Pencils](image)

20567-0129